3 DAYS 2 NIGHTS HO CHI MINH CITY (SAIGON) FREE& EASY
(Private Return Air Port Transfers + 2 Nights Hotel +
Breakfast)
Day 1: AIR PORT – HOTEL
Upon arrival at Tan Son Nhat air-port, met by our representative and transfer to hotel for check-in.
Overnight at hotel in Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City)
Day 2: FREE & EASY (B)
Breakfast at hotel, enjoy your free at leisure time by own or join our optional tours as continuous page
details
Day 3: HOTEL – AIR PORT (B)
Breakfast at hotel, check out hotel (before 12:00 noon). Free at leisure until to pick up to air-port for home
flight with sweet memories. End of services.
VALID FROM OCT2019–MAR2020
Hotel
Class

HOTEL USE

MIN.2PAX

MIN MIN MIN63PAX 4- 8PAX
5PAX

MIN.
911PAX

1215PAX

SGL EXTENSION/
SUP
NIGHT

3*

HOANG NGAN HOTEL
THIEN TUNG HOTEL

159

144

137

124

122

117

51 33usd/pax

3**

BLUE DIAMOND HOTEL
SUNRISE CENTRAL
HOTEL
GOLDEN CENTRAL
HOTEL
SAI GON PALACE HOTEL

163

153

146

133

131

126

62 36usd/pax

192

177

170

157

155

151

86 50usd/pax

4*

VALID FROM APR2020–SEP2020
Hotel
Class
3*
3**

4*

HOTEL USE
HOANG NGAN HOTEL
THIEN TUNG HOTEL
BLUE DIAMOND
HOTEL
SUNRISE CENTRAL
HOTEL
GOLDEN CENTRAL
HOTEL
SAI GON PALACE
HOTEL

MIN 2A

MIN 3A

MIN 4- MIN
5A 6-8A

MIN
9-11A

MIN
1215A

SGL
SUP

EXTENSION
NIGHT

153

136

129

116

114

109

49

30usd/pax

164

147

140

127

125

120

57

35usd/pax

188

171

164

152

149

145

82

46usd/pax

Inclusive:
 02 Nights Hotel
 Accommodation with daily breakfast
 Return airport transfer with driver pick up (private transfer)
Exclusive:
 Air fare and taxes, Travel insurance, Vietnam entrance Visa fee, any Personal
expenses are not mentioned in the itinerary
 Midnight transfer surcharge: USD 10/Pax/Way
NOTE:
 All rates are in US Dollars.
 Prices are based on Twin Sharing basis. Note that check-in at hotel is no earlier than
14:00Hrs. And check out no later than 12:00Hrs.
 Unless otherwise indicated, rates are per person basis.
 Above rates are for FITs. For GITs, Tour Series and Groups, rates will quoted on
request.
 Midnight transfers will incur surcharge of US$10.00 per person per transfer.

OPTIONAL TOURS
CU CHI TUNNELS - HALF DAY TRIP AM OR PM (22USD/PAX – WITHOUT LUNCH)
HCM – Cu Chi – HCM (start8.00 – return 14.00or start 13.00 – return 19.00)
Located 60km from HCMC, Cu Chi is now a popular spot for both Vietnamese & foreign
tourists - the network of over 200km of tunnels became legendary when they played a
vital role in the War. In their heyday, the tunnels were functioning underground
cities including numerous trap doors, specially constructed living areas, storage facilities,
weapons factories, field hospitals, command centers & kitchens.
Today, ducks and water buffalos happily co-exist in the rivers along the side of the road.
However, the peaceful rural rice paddy scenery belies the area’s violent history. Visitors will
find it hard to imagine the destruction, damage & defoliation over this whole area, caused
by bombing and mines. There is plenty of evidence of the fierce battle that took place here
during the 1960s when Cu Chi was a "Free Target Zone".
Start our tour in the morning/afternoon, before entering the tunnels visitors can watch
a short introductory video showing how the tunnels were constructed. You will spend the
next hour exploring the tunnels. Afterwards, enjoy tea, cassava (guerrilla’s food during the
war). Return to Sai Gon.
CAO DAI TEMPLE & CU CHI TUNNELS - FULL DAY TRIP (32USD/PAX WITH LUNCH)
HCM – Tay Ninh – Cu Chi – HCM (start8.00 – return 19.00)
The Great Holy See Temple, built in 1926, is considered one of the most striking
structures in all of South-East Asia. It is the headquarters of the unique Cao Dai sect, a
religion with a hybrid of Buddhism, Christianity & Confucianism. Above the entrance is the
all-seeing

holy

eye

–

symbol

of

the

sect.

Visitors

will

attend

the midday

ceremony’s extravaganza to witness the daily mass held by the Cao Dai followers which is
a fantastic experience. After lunch, proceed to Cu Chi to explore the amazing site
where Viet Cong hid during the War. It is now a popular spot for both Vietnamese &
foreign tourists - the network of over 200km of tunnels became legendary when they
played a vital role in the War. In their heyday, the tunnels were functioning underground
cities including numerous trap doors, specially constructed living areas, storage facilities,
weapons factories, field hospitals, command centers & kitchens. There is plenty of evidence
of the fierce battle that took place here during the 1960s when Cu Chi was a "Free Target
Zone". Visitors can watch a short introductory video showing how the tunnels were
constructed before entering the tunnels. Spend the next hour exploring the tunnels.
Afterwards, enjoy tea, cassava (guerrilla’s food in war time). Return to SaiGon.

HO CHI MINH CITY TOUR– HALF DAY TRIP AM ONLY (18USD/PAX WITHOUT LUNCH)
(Start 8.00 – return 12.00)
We start the trip by visitingNotre Dame Cathedral, the historic Central Post
Office,followed by exploring the Reunification Palace,andthe remarkable site of the War
Remnants Museum, (optional Ben Thanh Market -only drop off).
HO CHI MINH CITY TOUR + CU CHI TUNNELS - FULL DAY TRIP (35USD/PAX – WITH
LIGHT LUNCH)
(Start 8.00 – return 19.00)
Take the morning trip to visit Independence Palace, also known at the Reunification
palace, was built on the sight of the former Norodom palace. The Independence palace is a
widely known landmark of Ho Chi Minh City and was designed by the architect Ngo Viet
Thu. Continue seeingthe beautiful structures from the French Colonial times such as
the Notre Dame Cathedral, the historic Central Post Office.Followed by the remarkable
site of the War Remnants Museum the museum has a vast display of the both the
Indochina wars.
Have lunch at local restaurant.
Depart for Cu Chi tunnel; the trip will take approximately one and a half hours bus
driving. Upon arrival, before exploring the tunnels, you will have some short introduction
followed by introductory video about how the tunnels were constructed and how the
people survived in the harsh conditions of the war time. Then, spend your time to explore
the remaining area and tunnel systems which included the special constructed living areas
with kitchens, bedrooms side by side with other martial facilities like storage, weapons
factories, field hospitals, and command centers helping whoever lives inside the tunnels
meet their basic needs. Besides, there are also many hidden trap doors and dangerous
traps within the maze-like tunnels for security purpose during the war. Afterward, special
tea and cassava (guerilla’s food during the war) will be served.
Break time for relax or time for those who want to try the real shooting gun.
Return to Saigon. End trip
MEKONG DELTA TOUR- FULL DAY TRIP (24USD/PAX WITH LUNCH)
HCM – My Tho – Ben Tre – HCM (start8.00 – return 17.00)
Enjoy the scenic journey along the way bordered by green rice fields.
On arrived at My Tho, visit Vinh Trang pagoda, take a leisurely boat ride along the river,
view the stilt houses, fruit plantations and fishing villages along the river bank. Proceed
to Tortoise islet, have lunch in the orchard garden. Then a boat ride to An Khanh – a less
touristy attraction in Ben Tre, enjoy cruising on a hand-rowed sampan under the shadow
of the water coconut trees along natural canals, then enjoy seasonal fruit& honey tea to
the sound of "Southern Vietnamese folk music", performed by locals.

Visit

a family

business which

epitomizes

the

idyllic

rural

lifestyle,

taste

the

delicious coconut candy& observe the pastoral life as you roam through the fruit
plantation and village. Meet the bus and return to HCMC. This trip provides a fascinating
insight into daily life in the Mekong Delta and you are guaranteed to take home your own
private collection of beautiful memories.

